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Abstract

Conditional source-term estimation (CSE) is a subfilter-scale (SFS) model for representing turbulence-
chemistry interactions in turbulent reactive flows. In the present study, the CSE model is coupled with a
two-dimensional flame-generated manifold (FGM) chemistry reduction technique and modified laminar-
flame-based probability density function (PDF) and applied to large eddy simulation (LES) of labora-
tory-scale turbulent premixed flames. CSE estimates conditional moments by solving an inverse problem
and uses a conditional moment closure to determine the influence of the unresolved turbulence on the reac-
tion rates. While the CSE model has been used extensively in simulating turbulent non-premixed flames, the
study represents a first application of the combustion model to LES of premixed flames. Two axisymmetric
Bunsen-type premixed turbulent methane–air flames are examined corresponding to lean and stoichiometric
conditions with both lying within the thin reaction zones regime. The LES predictions are compared to
available experimental data for the two flames. The predictions of the CSE model are also compared to those
of a more traditional flamelet-based approach: the presumed conditional moment (PCM) with flame pro-
longation of intrinsic low-dimensional manifolds (FPI) tabulated chemistry, or so-called PCM-FPI model.
The comparisons of the CSE and PCM-FPI models allow the relative importance of deviations from the
standard flamelet assumption to be assessed for flames lying outside the flamelet premixed combustion
regime. The performance of CSE for LES of turbulent premixed combustion is evaluated. The CSE com-
bustion model is found to be stable and converges to physically meaningful values. It also yields LES results
that agree very well with experiment, both qualitatively and quantitatively, and would seem able to
incorporate correctly the influence of turbulent strain on conditionally-filtered quantities and hence burning
rate as flame behaviour deviates from that of a flamelet in the thin reaction zones regime.
� 2014 The Combustion Institute. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Large eddy simulation (LES) is a powerful
computational tool for modelling turbulent reac-
tive flows. However, a considerable complication
for LES of turbulent premixed combustion is that
the flame thickness is generally much smaller than
the LES filter width such that reaction zones and
flame fronts cannot be resolved on the grids.
Accurate subfilter-scale (SFS) models of the unre-
solved turbulence-chemistry interactions are
therefore required. Unfortunately, there are as
yet no universal models that fully account for
the SFS turbulence-chemistry interactions and
predict the observed flame behaviour.

Many different models have been proposed for
turbulence-chemistry interactions. These models
range from simple eddy break-up models [1] to
flamelet models [2–8], conditional moment closure
(CMC) [9], and transported probability density
function (PDF) models [10,11]. Eddy break-up
models are simple algebraic models that are gener-
ally not as accurate as other models. The limiting
assumption of flamelet models is that the flame is
thin and locally laminar, which becomes question-
able away from the traditional flamelet regime
[12]. CMC is a more general approach as com-
pared to flamelet models. Conditional moments
are used to close the chemical reaction source
terms; however, the transport equations for these
conditional averages have several unclosed terms.
These require modelling and there are uncertain-
ties in their treatment. Transported PDF models
theoretically can provide a “perfect” closure
for chemical reaction source terms; however,
the transport equation for the joint PDF of the
scalars/scalars-velocity is unclosed and closure
models are still needed.

In this study, the conditional source-term esti-
mation (CSE) combustion model of Bushe and
Steiner [13,14] has been implemented as a LES
SFS model for turbulent premixed combustion
following a similar procedure outlined previously
for Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS)
computations and a priori DNS of premixed
flames [15,16]. The CSE model is a CMC-based
model that utilizes the CMC hypothesis to repre-
sent turbulence-chemistry interactions. The differ-
ence between CSE and CMC models is that unlike
CMC, in CSE, transport equations are not solved
for the conditional scalar field. A dynamic
approach is used to obtain these quantities via
solution of an inverse problem. Here, a reduced
chemical kinetic model, based on a two-dimen-
sional flame-generated manifold (2D-FGM)
approach [17,18], and modified laminar flamelet
presumed PDF [19,20], was coupled with the
CSE model and applied to LES of several labora-
tory-scale turbulent premixed flames. While the
CSE model has been used previously in simulating
turbulent non-premixed flames [13,14,17,21,22]
and for RANS simulations and a priori DNS of
premixed combustion [15,16,23], the present work
represents a first application of this combustion
model to LES of premixed flames. Two axisym-
metric Bunsen-type premixed turbulent meth-
ane–air flames were examined, corresponding to
lean and stoichiometric conditions, and the LES
predictions are compared to available experimen-
tal data of Yuen and Gülder [24]. The predictions
of the CSE model were also compared to those of
a more traditional flamelet-based approach: the
presumed conditional moment (PCM) with flame
prolongation of intrinsic low-dimensional mani-
folds (FPI) tabulated chemistry [4], or so-called
PCM-FPI model [6–8]. The two flames of interest
both lie within the thin reaction zones regime of
the regime diagram for premixed flames [12] and
therefore allowed the relative importance of devi-
ations from the standard flamelet assumption to
be assessed for flames outside the flamelet regimes.
The capabilities of the CSE combustion model to
predict observed behaviour were assessed and the
findings are discussed.
2. LES framework

The LES framework developed by Hernández-
Pérez et al. [25] was used in performing this study.
The Favre-filtered form of the Navier–Stokes
equations governing compressible flows of a ther-
mally perfect reactive mixture of gases, neglecting
Dufour, Soret and radiation effects, were solved.
Thermodynamic and molecular transport proper-
ties of each mixture component were prescribed
using the database compiled by Gordon and
McBride [26]. The SFS turbulent viscosity was
modelled using k-equation model [27]. Other
SFS scalar fluxes were closed using standard gra-
dient-based approximations. The SFS turbulent
diffusion term was modelled as suggested by
Knight et al. [28]. Additionally, a constant value
of 0:6 was used for turbulent Prandtl number.

The Favre-filtered transport equations were all
solved on multi-block body-fitted meshes consist-
ing of hexahedral cells by employing a second-
order accurate parallel finite-volume scheme
[25,29–31]. In this scheme, the inviscid flux at each
cell face was evaluated using limited linear
reconstruction and Riemann-solver based flux
functions, while the viscous flux was evaluated
utilizing a centrally-weighted scheme. A standard,
explicit, two-stage, second-order-accurate,
Runge–Kutta, time-marching scheme was used
to integrate forward in time the non-linear,
coupled-system of ordinary differential equations
resulting from the finite-volume spatial discretiza-
tion procedure. Parallel implementation of the
solution method was carried out via domain
decomposition using the C++ programming
language and the MPI (message passing interface)
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library. Second-order accuracy of the finite-
volume scheme for discretizations on multi-
block body-fitted meshes was demonstrated in
previous studies [29–31].
Fig. 1. Illustration of two-dimensional flame-generated
manifold (2D-FGM) for methane–air combustion show-
ing the production rate of CH4 as a function of the
progress variables c1 and c2.
3. CSE combustion model

3.1. Chemistry reduction

While many different models have been pro-
posed for chemistry reduction [32], low-dimen-
sional manifold approaches are very appealing
for they significantly reduce the complexity of
detailed chemistry while retaining its important
features. Maas and Pope [33] first proposed such
a model by introducing a formal approach to
obtaining an intrinsic low-dimensional manifold
(ILDM). Trajectory-generated low-dimensional
manifold (TGLDM) is another related approach
which generates different realizations of chemistry
using a prototype flame [34]. For premixed com-
bustion, it has been found that planar one-dimen-
sional (1D) laminar unstrained premixed flames
are good candidates for the prototype flame.
Chemistry reduction models derived in such a
fashion have been termed flame-generated mani-
fold (FGM) [3] and also flame prolongation of
ILDM (FPI) [4] methods. The solution of each
1D laminar flame provides a single trajectory in
hyper-dimensional composition space. This trajec-
tory starts from the upstream unburnt fuel–air
mixture and ends with the equilibrium burnt
products downstream of the reaction zone. Differ-
ent trajectories can be obtained by changing the
upstream conditions of the 1D laminar flame sim-
ulations so as to cover the boundaries of the real-
izable domain in the composition space as
characterized by element conservation or con-
strained equilibrium [17,34].

In combustion of CH4–air for example, one
trajectory for a given equivalence ratio can be
obtained by solving a 1D laminar premixed flame
for a premixed mixture of CH4, O2 and N2. This
gives a single trajectory in the composition space
which is called the fundamental trajectory. This
fundamental trajectory for any solution quantity,
u1D�FGM, can be tabulated as a function of a sin-
gle progress variable, c1, and used as a reduced
chemistry model. For example, in flamelet models
based on 1D-FGM or FPI chemistry reduction
techniques, the required reaction rates, _xk , for
any species, k, can be tabulated and approximated
as

_xkðT ; q; Y kÞ � _x1D�FGM
k ðc1Þ; ð1Þ

where T ; q, and Y k are the gaseous mixture tem-
perature, density, and species mass fractions,
respectively, and c1 is an appropriate progress
variable. Required species mass fractions can also
be tabulated as function of the progress variable.
Fiorina et al. [8] has shown that for CH4–air com-
bustion, a good choice for the progress variable is
the normalized sum of the mass fractions of CO
and CO2.

Assuming an adiabatic flame with constant
equivalence ratio, the upstream mixture composi-
tion can be changed by adding other species such
as CO2 and H2O, while conserving the number of
elements. This results in different chemical kinetic
realizations of the flame solutions and generates
other trajectories. These trajectories can then be
tabulated as a function of at least two progress
variables

_xkðT ; q; Y kÞ � _x2D�FGM
k ðc1; c2Þ; ð2Þ

where c1 and c2 are the two progress variables
defining the 2D-FGM. Increasing the number of
progress variables can produce more accurate rep-
resentations of the chemical kinetics. For CH4–air
combustion, normalized mass fractions of CO2

and H2O can be used as the two progress variables.
Both the production rates and other species mass
fractions can be then tabulated as a function of
these two progress variables as depicted in Fig. 1.

3.2. Turbulence-chemistry interaction

Assuming the 2D reduced chemistry model of
Eq. (2) is exact, a perfect closure for the filtered
chemical reaction source terms can be then
obtained as

~_xk ¼
Z 1

0

Z 1

0

_xkðc�1; c�2ÞeP ðc�1; c�2Þdc�1dc�2; ð3Þ

where eP ðc�1; c�2Þ is the joint Favre-filtered PDF of
progress variables. A transported PDF approach
[11] can be used to solve for this joint PDF; how-
ever, this approach is expensive and results in
other closure challenges [10]. Also, since the
two progress variables are not statistically
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independent, it is not possible to get the joint PDF

by multiplying the marginal PDFs as eP ðc�1; c�2Þ–eP ðc�1ÞeP ðc�2Þ. The conditional closure methods
can be used instead which are based on following
identity

~_xk ¼
Z 1

0

_xk jc�1eP ðc�1Þdc�1; ð4Þ

where _xk jc�1 is the conditional rate given c1 ¼ c�1
and eP ðc�1Þ is the marginal PDF of the reaction
progress variable. The conditional reaction rates
are related to the conditional PDF of c2.

3.3. PCM-FPI flamelet model

In the flamelet-based PCM-FPI approach [6–

8], the conditional reaction rates, _xk jc�1, are
assumed to be given by those defined by 1D lam-
inar unstrained premixed flame solutions,
u1D�FGM, of the fundamental trajectories as
described in Section 3.1 above. The marginal
PDF is modelled with good accuracy using a pre-
sumed shape that is formed by knowing the fil-
tered and subfilter fluctuations of the reaction
progress variable [6,19]. While various choices
are possible for the presumed marginal PDF of
c1, including b-distributions as commonly used
in the modelling of non-premixed combustion,
and modified laminar-flame-based PDFs [6,19],
Salehi et al. [20] have shown the correctness of
the modified laminar flamelet PDF as compared
to the b-distribution for premixed flames. In par-
ticular, unlike the b-PDF, the modified laminar
flamelet PDF is able to recover the filtered lami-
nar flame speed for premixed laminar flames,
and is therefore a good choice. Using the 1D-
FGM chemistry tabulation and modified laminar
flamelet PDF, the final unconditionally-filtered
reaction rates are then given by

~_xk �
Z 1

0

_x1D�FGM
k ðc�1ÞeP ðc�1; ~c1;~cv1

Þdc�1; ð5Þ

where ~c1 is the Favre-filtered value of c1 and ~cv1
is

the subfilter variance of c1.
The flamelet-based PCM-FPI model as

described above was used for comparison to the
CSE model solutions. Values of ~c1 and ~cv1

were

calculated from the progress of reaction, eY c1
,

and its SFS variance, eY cv1
, whereeY cv1

¼ gY c1
Y c1
� eY c1

eY c1
. In order to determineeY c1

and eY cv1
, modelled transport equations for

the mean and variance were solved along with
the filtered Navier–Stokes equations [35].

3.4. CMC-based CSE model

An alternative approximation of the uncondi-
tionally-filtered reaction rates as compared to that
provided by the PCM-FPI model of Eq. (5) can be
obtained by using the first-order CMC hypothesis
[36] in defining the conditional reaction rates. In
this case, the conditionally-filtered scalar field is
used in defining the reaction rates and one obtains

~_xk �
Z 1

0

_x2D�FGM
k ðc�1; c2jc�1ÞeP ðc�1; ~c1;~cv1

Þdc�1; ð6Þ

where c2jc�1 is the conditionally-filtered value of c2

conditioned on c1, and the 2D-FGM reduced
chemistry tabulation procedure defined previously

has been used to approximate _xkðc�1; c2jc�1Þ. In the
conventional CMC approach [9], transport equa-

tions are solved for c2jc�1. However as noted above,
these transport equations have closure issues, espe-
cially in premixed combustion where the coupling
between transport and chemistry is strong.

The CSE model [13,14] provides an alternative
approach for determining the conditional scalar
field, c2jc�1. This is done in a dynamic fashion by
solving the following integral equation

~c2ð~xÞ ¼
Z 1

0

c2jc�1ðc�1;~xÞeP ðc�1;~xÞdc�1: ð7Þ

In the above equation, ~c2 is calculated from the

progress of reaction, eY c2
and, for the CSE model,eP ðc�1;~xÞ was obtained from the modified laminar

flamelet presumed PDF [20]. Assuming that c2jc�1
is homogeneous (i.e., constant) within an ensem-
ble of points within the computational domain,
located on planes at fixed distance from the noz-
zle, the above integral equation can be discretized

and then inverted to obtain c2jc�1 without the
requirement of any additional closure approxima-
tions and/or modelling assumptions. Apart from
the homogeneity assumption, an implicit assump-
tion in CSE is that the conditionally-filtered value
of a scalar can be reconstructed from its uncondi-
tionally-filtered value and the statistics of the
conditioning variable. Jin et al. [15] showed previ-
ously that this assumption is valid in premixed
combustion in an a priori analysis of DNS data.

3.5. Solution of inverse problem

In the implementation of the CSE model for
premixed flames herein, Eq. (7) was discretized
using simple quadrature with m bins for c�1. For
ensembles consisting of a collection of n hexahe-
dral computational cells within the domain,
the inverse problem can then be re-expressed
following the application of a simple midpoint
quadrature rule for the integration over progress
variable space as the linear system of equations,

~b ¼ A~a; ð8Þ
requiring solution where bj ¼ ~c2ð~xjÞ for j ¼ 1 : n
and ai for i ¼ 1 : m contains the discrete form of
the solution for c2jc�1. The matrix, A, is called
the design matrix and its elements were calculated
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here from integration of the modified laminar
flamelet PDF in each bin for every point in the
ensemble.

The linear system arising from the inverse
problem can be in many cases poorly conditioned.
To deal with this issue, a Tikhonov regularization
approach [37] can be used to obtain the solution
as given by

~a� ¼ arg min
~a
jjA~a�~bjj22 þ k2jj~a�~a0jj22
� �

; ð9Þ

where ~a0 is a target solution based on a priori
knowledge of the solution and k is the regulariza-
tion parameter. For the premixed flames of inter-
est here, Tikhonov regularization was used and~a0

was taken to be the fundamental 1D laminar pre-
mixed flame solutions, u1D�FGM. In this way, CSE
is then capable of recovering flamelet solutions in
the flamelet regime. Additionally, the L-curve
method was used to find an optimum value for
the regularization parameter, k, at each ensemble
[38].

Note that the CSE inverse problem as defined
above is linear in each time step. Nevertheless, the
solution of the inverse problem in one time step
affects both the design matrix and vector ~b in the
next step. Therefore, the inverse problem is non-lin-
ear over consecutive time steps. The stability of a
non-linear inverse problem cannot be determined
easily and numerical experiments are required to
demonstrate this property. As such, an important
objective of this research is to show via numerical
experiment the stability and convergence of the
CSE model for LES of premixed flames.
4. Premixed burner setup and measurements

As part of the assessment of the CSE combus-
tion model for premixed flames, LES predictions
were considered for two laboratory-scale Bun-
sen-type turbulent premixed methane–air flames
examined previously in the experimental work
by Yuen and Gülder [24]. The burner for both
flames was an axisymmetric Bunsen type with an
inner nozzle diameter, D, of 11.2 mm. The turbu-
lent flames were stabilized by annular pilot flames.

Flame front images were captured using
planar Rayleigh scattering with a resolution of
45lm=pixel. The Rayleigh scattering images were
converted to a temperature field and then post-
processed to attain instantaneous and time-aver-
aged 2D distributions of the temperature gradient
and progress variable based on temperature.
Additional two-dimensional maps of the flame
surface density (FSD) were computed using the
method developed by Shepherd [39]. Distributions
of the FSD and 2D flame curvature were also
determined. A total of 300 experimental images
were used in post-processing of the experimental
data for each flame. To compare fairly the exper-
imental results to time-averaged LES predictions,
the experimental images were filtered using a top-
hat filter with a characteristic size equal to the
LES filter width as first proposed by Hernández
Pérez et al. [25]. This was necessary because the
Rayleigh measurements were carried out with a
higher resolution than the corresponding LES
simulations. In addition, the instantaneous veloc-
ity field was also measured using particle image
velocimetry (PIV) technique.

The two experimental cases of Yuen and Gül-
der [24] considered here were the stoichiometric
(equivalence ratio, / ¼ 1) and lean (/ ¼ 0:7)
CH4–air premixed flames with relative turbulence
intensities of u0=sL ¼ 7:25 and 14:38, where sL is
the laminar flame speed. The two flames, referred
to here as flame A and flame B, respectively, both
had a burner inlet mean velocity of 15.58 m/s.
These two flames, with Karlovitz numbers of
3.26 and 13.73, respectively, lie well within the
thin-reaction zones region of the standard pre-
mixed flame regime diagram [12].
5. LES results and discussion

A cylindrical computational domain having a
diameter of 0.05 m and a height of 0.1 m was
employed for the LES simulations of the two pre-
mixed flames. In both cases, a grid consisting of
1,638,400 hexahedral cells was used. For CSE,
the grid was decomposed to create 800 ensembles,
each with 2,048 cells, that were used in the solu-
tion of the inverse problem for the conditionally-
filtered progress variable. The pilot flame was
approximated by a uniform inflow of combustion
products surrounding the inlet inflow at a velocity
of 16.81 m/s. For the turbulent inflow at the exit
of the nozzle, a uniform (flat-top) mean inflow
profile of reactants is superimposed onto a turbu-
lent field that was convected into the computa-
tional domain. The homogeneous isotropic
turbulent field at the inflow was pre-generated
using the procedure of Rogallo [40] along with
the model spectrum of Haworth and Poinsot [41].

The turbulence intensity at the burner inlet was
reported to be 2.92 m/s for both flames A and B.
However, the measured intensity did not take into
account the entire inlet profile. Measurements
were limited to a region close to the centreline of
the burner. More recently, experiments performed
in the same burner have shown that the turbulence
intensity is not uniform and is greater in the shear
layer near the burner rim than closer to the centr-
eline (private communication, P. Tamadonfar,
2013). Furthermore, the shape of the radial distri-
butions of normalized turbulence intensity was
found to be virtually identical for different levels
of turbulence intensity. As it is expected that the
flames are stabilized in the regions of higher tur-
bulence near the burner rim [42], the prescribed
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uniform turbulence intensity at the inlet in the
LES was increased above the nominal reported
value in an attempt to represent more accurately
the actual inflow turbulence. The prescribed value
for the inflow turbulence in the LES was taken to
be higher than the midplane value recorded in the
experiments by 75% of the difference between the
peak and centreline values. As a result, a value of
3.78 m/s was used for both flames.

5.1. Instantaneous flame front

Three-dimensional views of the predicted
instantaneous iso-surfaces of the filtered progress
variable, ~cT ¼ 0:5, for flames A and B obtained
using both the PCM-FPI and CSE models are
depicted in Fig. 2, corresponding to t ¼ 9 ms after
the initiation of the simulation. At this time, a
quasi-steady flame structure has been achieved
in each case. Isolated pockets of unburnt reactants
can be identified higher in the flames.

A first important observation from the results
of Fig. 2 is that the proposed formulation of the
CSE model for LES is stable and converges to
what appear to be physically reasonable solutions
for the flames of interest. In general, the simulated
flames have highly wrinkled surfaces, with similar
wrinkling for both PCM-FPI and CSE models.
The estimated instantaneous heights of both
flames would also appear to be alike for CSE
and PCM-FPI predictions. Moreover, both SFS
models result in slightly shorter flames for the
stoichiometric case compared to the lean flame,
as was observed in the experiments.

5.2. Conditionally-filtered progress variable

It is instructive to examine the results of the
CSE inversion for these flames. The predicted
(a) PCM-FPI, flame A (b) CSE, flame A

Fig. 2. Instantaneous iso-surfaces of the filtered progress va
simulations for flames A and B obtained using both PCM-FP
instantaneous distributions of the conditionally-

filtered progress variable, c2jc�1, within five chosen
ensembles for lean flame B (/ ¼ 0:7) at t ¼ 9 ms
are shown in Fig. 3. Results for flame A are sim-
ilar. For the ensembles located lower in the flame
(non-dimensional height z=D small where z is the
height above the burner), it is evident that the

conditional averages, c2jc�1, deviate considerably
from the flamelet solution whereas, higher up in
the flame, the conditionally-filtered progress vari-
able converges to the flamelet solution. This is
likely due to the fact that the turbulence in the
burner was generated using a grid and such turbu-
lence decays downstream of the grid [43,44].
While the actual conditional averages were not
measured in the experiment, this type of behav-
iour where the conditional averages tend to a
straight line for high turbulence intensities was
observed in a recent DNS study of premixed flame
in the distributed reaction zone regime [45]. This
interpretation of the CSE results can be further
justified by considering the predicted solutions
for strained laminar flamelets in a opposed-jet
counter-flow burner configuration for a lean
(/ ¼ 0:7) methane–air mixture as shown in
Fig. 4. It is clear that strained flamelet solutions
deviate from that of the unstrained flamelet with
increasing strain rate, S, and approach a
straight-line profile in a similar fashion to that
of the predictions for the conditional averages
described above.

5.3. Time-averaged flame structure

Further comparisons of the predicted structure
of the Bunsen flames obtained using each of the
two models are shown in Fig. 5, where planar
cross sections of the time-averaged temperature
field, T , are shown. About 20 instantaneous
(c) PCM-FPI, flame B (d) CSE, flame B

riable, ~cT ¼ 0:5, at t ¼ 9 ms after the initiation of the
I and CSE combustion models.



Fig. 3. Predicted distributions of the conditionally-
filtered progress variable, c2jc�1, within the ensembles
for lean flame B (/ ¼ 0:7) at t ¼ 9 ms; solid lines are the
CSE model results as a function of the non-dimensional
height in the flame, z=D, and the symbols represent the
fundamental unstrained laminar flamelet solution.

Fig. 4. Strained laminar flamelet solutions for a lean
(/ ¼ 0:7) methane–air mixture showing c2 versus c1 as a
function of strain rate, S, in an opposed-jet counter-flow
burner configuration.
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distributions of the predicted temperature sepa-
rated by 0.25 ms time intervals were averaged
to obtain the two-dimensional results for the
time-averaged temperature. The longer flame
structure of the lean mixture is fairly evident in
the figure.

5.4. Flame surface density and curvature

Distributions of the 2D FSD as a function of
the progress variable, �cT, as extracted from the
Rayleigh measurements for the two flames, are
compared directly to the similarly processed LES
solutions in Fig. 6a for stoichiometric flame A.
Comparisons of the measured and predicted
PDFs of the 2D flame front curvature correspond-
ing to a progress variable �cT ¼ 0:5 are also given
in Fig. 6b for this flame. Numerical results for
both the CSE and PCM-FPI models are shown.
While not shown, similar results were obtained
for flame B. From Fig. 6a, one can see that, in
general, the predicted distributions of FSD agree
well with the experimental results and, despite
some quantitative discrepancies, at least qualita-
tively reproduce the observed trends. In all of
the profiles, the maximum value for the FSD is
around �cT ¼ 0:5. Moreover, the peak FSD value
obtained from the simulations matches well with
the experimental values, with a slight under-pre-
diction by the CSE model. The results of the figure
also provide further support for the slightly
decreased flame wrinkling in the LES solutions
with the CSE model as compared to that of the
PCM-FPI model.

From the comparisons of the measured and
predicted PDFs of Fig. 6b, it is apparent that both
the experimental and numerical PDFs are sym-
metric about zero and have Gaussian-type distri-
butions. While the curvature PDFs obtained
from the LES predictions are somewhat narrower
as compared to those for the experiments due to
the filtered nature of the LES solutions and the
possible lack of grid resolution for high curvature
content, overall the predicted distributions of
curvature for both combustion models are
remarkably similar and agree well with the filtered
experimental results.

5.5. Flame height

Predictions of the average map of �cT ¼ 0:5,
representing the average flame envelope, for
PCM-FPI and CSE models are compared with
the similar map obtained from the Rayleigh scat-
tering images in Fig. 7. Results for both flames A
and B are given. The maps are indicative of the
overall flame heights. It is apparent from the
results that, overall, the two combustion models
yield flame heights that agree reasonably well with
the experimental values in both cases, particularly
given that the uncertainties in the accurate specifi-
cation of the upstream turbulence discussed previ-
ously is estimated to translate to a 10%
uncertainty in flame height predictions. For both
flames, the agreement between the LES predic-
tions and experiment is very good. The CSE
approach is stable and is able to produce solutions
that agree well with the PCM-FPI model and the
experiments. Moreover, it is felt that the CMC-
based CSE model is able to represent better the
observed variations in flame height (slightly less
differences in predicted flame height between stoi-
chiometric and lean flames as in experiment),
yielding taller flames than the flamelet-based
model due to the lower predicted burning rates
arising from the regions of high turbulent strain.



(a) PCM-FPI, flame
A

(b) CSE, flame A (c) PCM-FPI, flame
B

(d) CSE, flame B

Fig. 5. Predicted time-averaged temperature field, T , for flames A and B obtained using both PCM-FPI and CSE
models.

Fig. 6. Distributions of 2D FSD and PDFs of 2D flame front curvature corresponding to a value for the progress
variable of ~cT ¼ 0:5 as extracted from experimental Rayleigh images and LES results based on instantaneous planar

distributions of temperature for flame A.

(a) flame A (b) flame B

Fig. 7. Estimated averaged flame envelope for flames A
and B based on �cT ¼ 0:5 contour of time-averaged
progress variable map.
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6. Concluding remarks

The conditional source-term estimation com-
bustion model has been formulated for LES of
turbulent premixed flames and applied for the first
time to the prediction of two laboratory-scale pre-
mixed flames identified to lie within the thin reac-
tion zones regime. The CSE model was coupled to
a 2D-FGM chemistry reduction model and the
modified laminar flamelet presumed PDF, and
the LES predictions of lean and stoichiometric
methane–air Bunsen-type flames were examined.
Comparisons were made to available experimental
data, as well as to the predictions of the flamelet-
base PCM-FPI combustion model. The CSE
combustion model was found to be stable and
converge to physically meaningful results. The
deviations of the CSE predictions from flamelet
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behaviour were identified and attributed to
regions of high turbulence intensity and strain
for the thin-reaction-zones-regime flames. In gen-
eral, the CSE model predicted a slightly less wrin-
kled flame with a lower turbulent burning rate
and, consequently, a slightly higher flame height
compared to the PCM-FPI model. Overall, it is
felt that this CMC-based model would seem to
provide rather good predictions that agree both
qualitatively and quantitatively with the observed
flame behaviour. While the results of the present
study are promising, further improvements to
the modelling should be explored, including the
more accurate specification of the burner inlet
flow conditions, use of more accurate SFS turbu-
lence modelling, and improved treatments of the
chemistry (the reduced chemistry model adopted
herein is still flamelet-based). The application
and assessment of the CSE model for a wider
range of premixed flames and burner configura-
tions should also be explored.
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